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Introduction and Overview 
 
The South Carolina Marine Game Fish Tagging Program is in its 35th year with the 
Marine Resources Division within the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources. 
This year (2008) marks the fifth year that the program has limited participates to 225 
trained volunteer taggers. By limiting the number of participants, the program is able to 
foster more meaningful interactions between participants and program staff. This 
ultimately increases public awareness of conservation efforts involved in the stewardship 
of South Carolina’s natural resources. Furthermore, staff has the opportunity to 
effectively disseminate detailed catch reports to both the angler that tags a fish and to the 
angler that reports a tag recovery which reinforce the benefits of conservation efforts 
through catch and release. The program is constantly evolving in order to meet the 
changing data needs necessary to manage our marine fisheries resources and ensure that 
all participants realize the benefits of their contributions. 
 
The principal funding source for the tagging program comes from revenue generated by 
the sale of the South Carolina Saltwater Recreational Fishing License. An annual funding 
proposal is submitted each year to the Saltwater Recreational Fishery Advisory 
Committee outlining the program objectives, goals, and budget. The committee reviews 
the proposal, discusses the proposed budget, and provides recommendations. Funding for 
the upcoming year is awarded on July 1. Additional funding comes from the occasional 
donations made by individuals or fishing clubs which help to further offset program 
costs. This year has proven to be a challenging time for the nation as a whole and 
SCDNR is not immune to the financial difficulties that many state agencies are currently 
facing. The tagging program funding was reduced to the point that made it difficult to 
purchase additional supplies (tags, applicators, etc.) and the lack of designated staff 
support continues to challenge operational capabilities.   
 
The program is administered by SC DNR staff (Robert Wiggers, Ernest Muhammad, and 
Ryan Yaden), who divide their time between the tagging program and various other 
Marine Division programs for which they are involved. 
  
Select marine finfish species are targeted for tag and release based on two criteria. First, 
they must contribute significantly to South Carolina’s marine recreational fisheries. 
Second, specific data gaps have been identified for a particular species in regards to 
seasonal movements, habitat requirements, length frequency characterization, release 
mortality or growth data.  
 











Target species for 2008 included all species of billfish, tuna, sharks, snapper-grouper and 
flounder. Other specific species include black drum, bluefish, cobia, king mackerel, red 
drum (over 18 inches), sheepshead, tarpon, gray trout (weakfish) and Jack Crevalle. 
Special emphasis was placed on tagging weakfish, and this focused effort will continue. 
 
 
Angler Awards and Overall Participation 
 
The tagging program presents a Conservation Award to those anglers that tag and release 
a minimum of 30 eligible fish within a calendar year. In addition to receiving credit for a 
typical tag and release, anglers also receive credit for a tag and release if they catch a fish 
that already has a tag (either yellow recreational or orange “DJ”) and release the fish with 
the tag left intact. Species (other than weakfish) less than 12 inches in total length, 
non-target species, and red drum less than 18 inches are not counted towards the 
conservation award, although data is still utilized. 
 
 In 2008, 13 anglers qualified for conservation awards (Table 1). 
 
The top tagger for 2008 was Mr. John Dunphy with 417 fish tagged and released. The 
majority of John’s fish were tagged off Fripp Island in Beaufort County. His top three 
species tagged were weakfish (151), red drum (133), and black drum (58). In addition, 
John made a significant contribution by utilizing t-bar tags to focus additional tagging 
effort on weakfish as part of a separate study. 
  
The second top tagger spot went to Mr. John Ward with a total of 185 fish tagged and 
released. His top three tagged fish were requiem sharks (32), red drum (32), and black 
seabass (18). The majority of John’s tagging effort was concentrated in the Kiawah River 
and adjacent creeks.  
 
The programs’ number three spot was occupied by Mr. Gary DenBraven. Gary tagged a 
total of 107 fish in 2008, all of which were tagged and released off the Surfside Pier in 
Myrtle Beach. His top three fish tagged were requiem sharks (80), bluefish (10) and 
weakfish (7). Gary is a fixture on the Surfside Pier and has been part of the programs’ 
core tagging group for almost two decades. This makes the second year that Gary has 
taken the third top angler spot.  
 
Out of the 220 trained taggers, 47% tagged at least one fish (Table 2). However, only 
39% of the 3,440 tags issued to program participants in 2008 have yet to be received back 









 Program Operation and Management 
 
The key to success for the public tagging program is keeping the number of participants 
at a manageable number. This allows for a much easier means in which to communicate 
and provide feedback to program participants.  
 
Anglers wishing to participate in the program are required to attend a workshop before 
being issued tags and equipment. Once certified, anglers are not required to attend 
another workshop but must renew their registration each year in order to continue 
receiving tags; however, experienced taggers are encouraged to attend another workshop. 
This provides an opportunity to share information and suggestions gained from actual 
experience tagging and releasing different species. 
Anglers that express an interest in participating, after the workshop series has been 
completed, are added to a mailing list to be notified regarding the schedule for the 
upcoming year. Letters are typically sent out a month prior to the first scheduled 
workshop, and anglers must pre-register for the workshop they plan to attend. Workshops 
focus on training anglers the proper techniques used in handling, tagging, venting, and 
releasing marine game fish in addition to providing an overview of the programs’ tag and 
recapture database. The two hour workshop is divided into two parts; a presentation, 
followed by “hands-on” tagging where participants have the opportunity to practice 
tagging on dead fish. The practice tagging proves invaluable in helping anglers to hone 




Yellow nylon dart tags (Figure 1) have proven to have good tag retention and are 
relatively easy to apply. Three sizes of tags are used depending on the species and size of 
fish being tagged. The smallest tags measure 9.5 cm (3.75 in.) and are used on fish 
between 12 and 27 inches. The next size measures 14.5 cm (5.75 in.) and is used on fish 
over 27 inches. The largest tag is a stainless steel harpoon tag specifically for tagging 
sharks and billfish. Unlike dart tags, the harpoon tag is designed to embed in the muscle 
of the fish as opposed to locking between spines. Applicators for the nylon dart tags are 
stainless canulas imbedded in a wooden dowel. A stainless slotted tip is provided to 
anglers for use with the harpoon tag along with instructions for building a tag stick. 
 
The reasons for utilizing these tag types are primarily the low cost and ease of application 
requiring a minimum amount of instruction. 
 
Each tag has a corresponding postage paid information card (Figure 2) where anglers 
report the necessary information about the tag event.  Size information, primarily in the 
form of total length measurements, is important in determining length frequency 
characterization of discards, and anglers are strongly encouraged to record accurate 





2008 Tag and Recapture Data 
 
Compared to 2007 (2,797 fish tagged), 2008 showed a decrease in tagging activity with 
1,526 fish being tagged and released (Table 3). This decrease can mainly be attributed to 
supply shortages (tags) that could not be replenished in order to supply participants with 
additional tags. There were 229 recaptures reported in 2008 (Table 4) of which 72% were 
re-released with the tag still intact. The practice of releasing tagged fish with the tag still 
intact is strongly encouraged and heavily promoted as it allows for obtaining additional 
data. Multiple recaptures increase the level of precision in identifying patterns of 
movement among different species as well as more accurate growth rates. 
  






There were 98 black drum tagged in 2008, which is a slight decease than last year (146). 
Of those, 54% were caught and tagged within 3 miles of the South Carolina coast (State 
waters). Forty-seven percent were tagged offshore on reefs. Fish ranged in size from 12 
to 35 inches with an average size of 16 inches. 
 
Eleven (11) black drum recaptures were reported in 2008, 2 of which were re-released. 
Again this year, there was no significant movement documented, and the majority (91%) 
had been tagged in 2008. This represents an annual recapture rate of 11% compared to 
last year’s annual recapture rate of 12%.  
 
Black Sea Bass 
 
In 2008, 95 black sea bass were tagged and released. We have seen yearly increases in 
tagging activity for black sea bass since 2005 (10) and 2006 (98). Ninety-five percent of 
these tagged fish were caught offshore (beyond 3 miles) of South Carolina. The average 
size of a tagged fish was 12.5 inches. 
 
Twenty (20) black sea bass recaptures were reported. There was no significant movement 
of fish from the original tagging site. Out of 20 recaptures, all were re-released except for 




Twenty-four (24) bluefish (average size of 14 inches) were tagged in 2008 with no 
reported recaptures. The overall recapture rate for bluefish in this program is about 2%. 
Past tagging activity in the spring off of South Carolina tends to result in tag recaptures 
primarily to the north, with documented movement as far north as Maryland. Bluefish 
tagged later in the year have shown a marked southerly movement and have been 






Eighteen (18) cobia were tagged and released in 2008. Two (11%) of these were tagged 
in the Broad River during May and June. Ten (10) fish were tagged and released off 
Florida’s east coast, and six (6) fish were tagged on artificial reefs off South Carolina. 
The average size tagged and released was 32 inches. 
 
There were 16 cobia recaptured in 2008, 87% of which were retained. Seven (7) fish 
were at liberty for more than 300 days. The majority of recaptures occurred within close 
proximity of the initial tagging site. We had two cobia tagged in the Broad River and 
later recaptured off of Florida. In particular, one of these cobia was tagged on 4/23/06 
and recaptured off Florida on 3/13/2008 (at liberty for 690 days) and had grown 14.5 
inches and 14.6 pounds.   
 
We also this year had two cobia that were at liberty over 1000 days. One cobia was 
tagged in the Port Royal Sound area on 6/29/2004 and was recaptured in Old House 
Creek on 5/27/2008. This cobia was at liberty for 1428 days and grew 3 inches and 20 
pounds. The other cobia was tagged on 7/27/2004 at the Fish American Reef and 
recaptured on 5/23/2008 in Oyster Creek (at liberty for 1396 days). It had grown 19 




Seventy-seven (77) flounder were tagged in 2008.  A little over one quarter (26%) was 
not identified to species on the tag information card, but of those that were, 9 were 
identified as summer flounder and 48 identified as southern flounder. All three species of 
paralichtid flounders (southern, summer and Gulf) are found in South Carolina with the 
southern being the most commonly encountered of the three. Based on this fact, it is 
believed that the majority of species unidentified were southern flounder. Tagging 
activity for flounder occurred primarily in the coastal areas north of Georgetown around 
the following locations (# tagged): Hog Inlet (11), Murrells Inlet (29) and Surfside Pier 
(6). The average size of flounder tagged and released was around 13 inches.   
 
Overall, nine (9) flounder were recaptured in 2008, of which 5 were retained. Recaptures 
occurred in the same area as the initial tagging event. The maximum days at large (DAL) 
was documented at 216 days. This fish was originally tagged in Main Creek on 
10/19/2007 and was recaptured on 5/22/2008 in Murrells Inlet. It grew 3.75 inches. Since 
1989 the tagging program has documented 501 flounder recaptures (8% overall recapture 
rate) with an average DAL of about three months and the longest DAL documented at 










Between July and August of 2008, 10 king mackerel were tagged and released.  All were 
tagged off South Carolina. The average size of fish tagged was 33 inches with an average 
weight of 9 pounds.  There were no reported recaptures for 2008 which is typical for a 
species with a historically low recapture rate (around 2%). 
 
Red Drum     
 
Tagging effort of red drum during 2008 was similar to that seen in years past.  Seven-
hundred and twelve (712) fish were tagged, ranging in size from 11 inches to 48 inches.  
Red drum made up 47% of the total number of fish tagged in 2008, with most of the 
tagging effort focusing in and around the Charleston area. 
 
In the southern coastal region (Beaufort, Colleton counties), the primary areas where red 
drum were tagged included (number tagged): Trenchard’s Inlet/ Skull Creek (54), Broad 
Creek/ Old House Creek (59), Chechessee River (4), and Fripp Dry Dock (14).   In the 
central coastal region (Charleston, Berkley counties): Wando River (57), Charleston 
Harbor and adjacent areas (122), and Ashley River and Cooper River (32).  Top tagging 
locations in the northern coastal region (Georgetown, Horry counties) include Winyah 
Bay and adjacent areas (49) and the Sampit River (5). 
 
Red drum are truly indicative of the program’s conservation focused directives. During 
2008, 479 fish (67%) were tagged and released that were within the legal slot limit 
(which on 1 July 2007 went to 3 fish between 15 and 23 inches) and could have 
potentially been retained.  These recaptures provide proof to anglers of the benefits of 
practicing catch and release. 
 
During 2008 there were 148 reported recaptures of red drum with 84% being re-released. 
Seventeen (8) were recaptured twice, two (2) were recaptured three times and one (1) 
recaptured four times in the same year. Nineteen recaptures had no initial tagging 
information associated with them.  
 
There are two outstanding recaptures of red drum in 2008 that need recognition. A red 
drum tagged and released on 4/9/07 has been recaptured and re-released a total of 6 times 
that includes its most recent recapture on 11/08/08. The initial tagging event and all of the 
recaptures have occurred in the Sullivan’s Island area. This fish is a perfect example of 
some species affinity to a particular site, called site fidelity. Another red drum was tagged 
in Wappoo Cut on 2/27/97 and was recaptured and re-released in the Winyah Jetties, 
about 55 miles away, on 10/05/08. This fish has been at liberty for 11 years (4,238 days).   
 
In most cases, red drum are recaptured within close proximity of the initial tag location 








Due to potential tag induced mortality, consistently low recapture rates (less than 1%), 
and the benefits of using satellite tags (although extremely expensive at around $3,000 
apiece), there has been little promotional effort from the MGFTP in encouraging billfish 
tagging with archival tags. As a result only 10 billfish were tagged during 2008.  Twenty-




Anglers are encouraged to tag and release sharks provided it can be done safely and the 
tagger can make a positive identification of the shark they plan to tag.  For this reason, it 
is recommended that certified taggers spend some time referencing shark identification 
guides, or contact program staff in order to become more familiar with identifying 
species characteristics. 
 
Two-hundred and thirty (230) sharks, encompassing a variety of species, were tagged and 
released during 2008. The majority (56%) were small coastal species (Atlantic Sharpnose 
(67) and Bonnetheads (61)), which is not surprising since these are the most frequently 
encountered species by recreational anglers. The top two large coastal species tagged and 
released were (# tagged): Blacktip (9) and lemon (4).  
 
Again this year, Atlantic Sharpnose (29%) made up most of the total number of sharks 
tagged and released in 2008; Primary tagging sites (number tagged) included: Colleton 
River (12), Surfside Pier (11), and Winyah Bay (11). One (1) Atlantic Sharpnose was 
recaptured which represents a 2% annual recapture rate.  
 
There were 61 Bonnethead sharks tagged in 2008.  Sixty-three (63%) of these were 
tagged in the Kiawah River around Mullet Hall and Haulover Creek.  Average size of 
tagged bonnetheads was around 36 inches.  There were six (6) recaptures (all re-
released), one of which was at large for over two years (773). This fish was originally 
tagged on 7/5/06 and was recaptured for the second time on 8/16/08 in the same area it 
was tagged, Haulover Creek. 
 
Sixty-seven (78) dogfish (19 spiny, 59 smooth) were tagged and released. All of the 
smooth dogfish were tagged off of Surfside Pier, all of which were tagged by Gary 














Sheepshead continue to become an increasingly popular species targeted by recreational 
anglers, and during 2008 participants tagged and released one hundred seventy one (171) 
fish. The average size tagged was 13.4 inches.  Most of the tagging activity this year 
occurred between January and May. Top tagging locations (number tagged) included: 
Charleston Jetties (26) and Winyah Jetties (22). 
 
Five (5) sheepshead were reported recaptured during 2008, 40% of which had been 
tagged within the same year.  This represents and annual recapture rate of 3% which is 
considerably lower than the programs’ cumulative rate which is around 12%.  The 
average days at large was 136 days with the longest time at large 360 days. An 
examination of recapture locations versus initial tag locations reveals the seasonal 
movement patterns of fish moving from inshore to slightly offshore (mostly nearshore 





Tagging effort on snapper-grouper complex species is primarily focused on undersized 
fish, and theses species typically represent less than 7% of the total number of fish tagged 
as part of the program.  During 2008, 62 snapper-grouper complex species (excluding 
black sea bass, sheepshead, and spadefish) were tagged and released.  The top species 
tagged (number tagged) (average size) were red snapper (17) (18 inches TL), gag grouper 
(24) (17 inches TL), and White Grunt (8) (15 inches TL).  
 
We had five (5) reported recaptures out of this group which includes the following: an 
unknown grouper (1), Scamp (2), and Red Snapper (2). 
 
As with most snapper-grouper species that are tagged as part of this project, it is difficult 
to document movement since location information for both the initial tag and recapture 
event is often generalized (partial coordinates).  Anglers may feel that by providing 
specific location information they are compromising their fishing spot.  Regardless, the 
tag and subsequent recapture of species caught in deep water can provide some insight 
















There were only 4 spadefish tagged in 2008 all of which were tagged during June. All 
were tagged and released at the Georgetown Nearshore Reef and the average size was 13 
inches. 
 





Figure 1.  Comparison of weakfish, Cynoscion regalis (bottom) and Spotted Seatrout Cynoscion 
nebulosus (top). 
 
In order to gain a better understanding of the weakfish fishery off South Carolina and 
document the correlation to that of the overall Atlantic coast weakfish stock, a focused 
tag and release effort was undertaken in 2005. Through 2008, 931 weakfish have been 
tagged and released. 
 
Weakfish continue to be a priority species for the public tagging program and fish are 
tagged by both certified taggers and program staff using either dart or t-bar tags. In an 
effort to get more fish tagged, two certified taggers (John Dunphy and John ward) were 
supplied with a tagging gun and t-bar tags and recorded pertinent information on data 
sheets. Overall, during 2008, 201 weakfish were tagged with t-bar tags and 42 were 
tagged with small nylon dart tags.  
 
Overall, the average size of weakfish tagged and released (n=77) was 14.5 inches with a 
size range between 11 and 22 inches.  
 
Tagging locations (number tagged) for weakfish, based on the total tagged, were: Fripp 
Dry Dock (26), Surfside Beach (7), Edisto Nearshore Reef (1), Georgetown Nearshore 
(1), Charleston Harbor/Jetties (1), Lowcountry Anglers Reef (1), Main Creek (1) and 
Lawerence Wreck (1). 
 




T-bar tags were inserted using a tagging gun (Avery Dennison Swiftach®) shown in 
Figure 4. This is an extremely efficient tool for tagging fish quickly and is more “fish 
friendly” than the dart applicator, but at a cost of about $43 per gun is cost prohibitive for 
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Figure 2. From top to bottom. Tag applicator, slotted tag applicator tip, stainless steel harpoon tag, 











Figure 4. Dennison tag gun with tag strip inserted. Tags come in strips of 50 and T-bar anchor tags (top) 










Table 3.  Species tagged and released during 2008.  
 
 
Species # Tagged and Released 
ATLANTIC SPADEFISH 4 
BLACK DRUM 98 
BLACK SEA BASS 95 
BLUEFISH 24 
COBIA 18 
KING MACKEREL 10 
RED DRUM 712 
SHEEPSHEAD 100 
SPANISH MACKEREL 2 
WEAKFISH 42 *(plus 201 w/ t-bars) 
Flounder   
FLOUNDER (SPECIES NOT SPECIFIED) 20 
FLOUNDER, SOUTHERN 48 
FLOUNDER, SUMMER 9 
Billfish   
BLUE MARLIN 2 
SAILFISH 8 
WHITE MARLIN 0 
Sharks   
SPINY DOGFISH 23 
SMOOTH DOGFISH 59 
SHARK (SPECIES UNKNOWN)) 2 








SCALLOPED HAMMERHEAD 3 
SPINNER 0 
TIGER 0 
Snapper-Grouper   
ALMACO JACK 0 
AMBERJACK 5 
GAG GROUPER 24 
GROUPER (SPECIES NOT SPECIFIED) 0 
OTHER  GROUPER 3 
RED PORGY 2 
RED SNAPPER 17 
ROCK SEA BASS 0 
SCAMP 2 
SNAPPER (SPECIES NOT SPECIFIED 0 
SPOTTAIL PINFISH 0 
TRIGGERFISH 4 
VERMILION SNAPPER 1 
WHITE GRUNT 8 
YELLOWMOUTH GROUPER 0 
"Other Species"   
ATLANTIC BONITO 1 
BARRACUDA 0 
CREVALLE, JACK 0 
DOLPHIN 23 
LADYFISH 0 









# Recaptured & 
Retained 
# Recaptured & 
Released Total 
ATLANTIC SPADEFISH 0 0 0 
BLACK DRUM 2 9 11 
BLACK SEA BASS 4 15 20 
COBIA 14 1 16 
RED DRUM 15 124 148 
SHEEPSHEAD 1 3 5 
SPOTTED SEATROUT 0 0 0 
WEAKFISH 0 0 0 
Flounder       
FLOUNDER (ALL SPECIES) 5 2 9 
Billfish       
SAILFISH 0 0 0 
Sharks       
ATLANTIC SHARPNOSE 0 1 1 
BONNETHEAD 0  6 6 
SMOOTH DOGFISH 0 1 1 
SPINY DOGFISH 0 0 0 
Snapper-Grouper       
ALMACO JACK 0 0 0 
GAG GROUPER 0 0 0 
RED GROUPER 0 0 0 
RED PORGY 0 0 0 
SCAMP 2 0 2 
TRIGGERFISH 1 1 2 
Other Species       







































































Dunphy, John 52 6 1 0 4 0 106 0 28 3 6 0 177 34 0 417 
Ward, John 2 17 6 0 5 6 32 0 32 0 2 0 52 31 0 185 
Denbraven, Gary 0 0 10 0 6 0 0 0 79 0 0 0 7 5 0 107 
Rooke, Scott 4 32 2 0 1 0 3 0 2 19 12 0 1 4 0 80 
Cerny, Al 7 0 0 0 37 0 28 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 76 
Waller, Michael 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 37 8 0 0 0 2 0 51 
Rankin, Mark 5 1 2 0 3 0 4 0 2 29 0 4 0 0 0 50 
Madlinger, George 16 0 1 1 1 0 23 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 48 
Gribb, John 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 
Tallent, Dale 6 0 0 0 5 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 42 
Roff, Steve 0 0 0 1 1 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 36 
Utley, Dan 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 35 
Beglin, Robert 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 32 




Table 2.  SCDNR Marine Game Fish Tagging Program certified taggers 2008 tagging activity. 
 











FISH COBIA FLOUNDER 
KING 
MACKEREL 
















AMAN KEVIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 
AMMANN LARRY 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
ARVIN DARYL 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ASARO TIM 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ASPEGREN LARS 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
BAILY MICHAEL 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
BEAN ALEX 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
BEAN TIMOTHY 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 5 
BECKNER ERIC 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
BEGLIN ROBERT 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 
BENTON WALTER 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
BICKLEY HOWELL 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
BLAKE FRANKIE 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
BOYD JOE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
BRICKETTO FRED 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
BRICKETTO LOGAN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
BRICKETTO TRIPP 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
BURLESON JEFF 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
BURNS MELVIN 0 0 0 0 11 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 15 
BURNS ROBERT 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
BYRD TUCKER 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
CERNY AL 7 0 0 0 37 0 28 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 76 
CLIFFTON STAN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
COFFIELD RICHARD 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
COLLINS JIM 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 












FISH COBIA FLOUNDER 
KING 
MACKEREL 
















CONPORT JUSTIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
COX JOHN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
CRAFTON KEN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
CURRY JOHN 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 8 
CURRY PAUL 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
DENBRAVEN GARY 0 0 10 0 6 0 0 0 79 0 0 0 7 4 106 
DENNIS JEFF 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 
DENNIS VANESSA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
DICKENSON BLAINE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 
DOTTERER WILLIAM 0 3 0 1 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 12 
DOUDIET MICHELLE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
DOUTY SCOTT 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 
DRAWDY DAVID 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 




DUNPHY JOHN 52 6 1 0 4 0 106 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 169 
 
EVANS BRENT 0 0 0 0 1 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
 
EVERS CATHY 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
 
FAIRFAX TODD 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
 
FITZWATER BEN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
 
FORE DANA 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
 
FORE MICHAEL 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
 
FOSTER BUZZ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
 
FOWLER WESTON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 
 
FRALIN STEVE 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
 




 Table 2. Continued. 







FISH COBIA FLOUNDER 
KING 
MACKEREL 
















FUTRELL SUSAN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
GARLOCK DAVE 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
GARRETT RON 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
GLUNT MAURICE 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 19 
GODBOUT PAUL 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
GODWIN JESSIE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
GOFF KEITH 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
GORDON ED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
GORDON VERONICA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
GRANGER BRANDON 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
GREEN M.H. 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
GRIBB JOHN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
GUIDERA JOHN 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 
GURETSKY BILL 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
HALL ALLAN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
HAMMOND MATT 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
HAMRICK MIKE 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
HANCKEL RIVER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
HANDEGAN TINDAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 
HART EDWARD 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
HART JUSTIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
HARTER DAVE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 6 
HARTZELL MIKE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
HAZEN JUSTIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
HOCK ROY 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 7 
HOOVER DOUG 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
HOY JACK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 












FISH COBIA FLOUNDER 
KING 
MACKEREL 
















HUTCHINSON DAVID 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 4 
JAMES MARK 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
JENKINS CARL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 
JOHNSON BLAKE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
JOHNSON HARRY 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 
JUNES BRIAN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
KELLER BERT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
KELLER JEANNE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
KENNEDY BRIAN 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
KING TIM 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
KOVES JOHN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
LEAK BRAD 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
LEMAN BUDDY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
LESCHORN DAN 0 8 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 0 7 24 
LIVERA BILL 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
LONG CHRIS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 10 
LONGO FRANK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 
MACK JAMES 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 
MADLINGER GEORGE 16 0 1 0 1 0 24 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 48 
MAS CATHERINE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
MAS DANIEL 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
MATHIAS CARL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
MEADOWS LEON 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 8 
MERLINE DAVID 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
MILLIGAN SKIP 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
MITCHELL IKE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
MORGAN TATANIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
MURPHY DAVID 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 

















FISH COBIA FLOUNDER 
KING 
MACKEREL 
















MURRAY TRADD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
NETTLES CATHIE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 7 
NETTLES LARRY 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 10 
OGDEN ROBERT 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
OUCLLETTE JOHN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
PAGE BOB 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
PATTERSON RUSSELL 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
POTZAUF DONNA 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
POTZAUF JACK 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
POTZAUF JIM 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 
POU JAIME 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
POUND JAMEY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
RAGLAND RANDY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
RANKIN MARK 5 1 2 0 0 0 4 0 2 29 0 4 0 0 47 
RINCONES RON 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 22 
ROFF STEVE 0 0 0 1 1 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 
ROOKE SCOTT 4 32 2 0 1 0 3 0 2 19 12 0 1 4 80 
RYALS ALLEN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
SANDERS TYRON 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SCHAEFER PAGE 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
 
SCHULTZ RAYMOND 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
SEDMAK JOHN 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SEHRILHING BILL 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SIMMONS PAUL 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
SINCLAIR SHANE 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 







MURRAY TRADD 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
NETTLES CATHIE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
                 
SMITH ANDREW 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SMITH DAVID 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SMITH HAYDEN 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
SMITH KAITLYN 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
SPIVEY JASON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
STONEHILL JEFF 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
STORALL GELETA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
STRITCH DREW 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
STUCK BERT 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
STUCK TYLER 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SUMEREL WILL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 
SUMNER JAY 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
SYDOW STEVE 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
TALLENT DALE 6 0 0 0 5 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41 
TALLMAN WILLIAM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
TAYLOR MARSHALL 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
TAYLOR RONNIE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
THAWLEY MARK 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
THEYKEN STEPHEN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
THOMAS SUSAN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
THOMPSON O.L. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
THORNHILL CHRIS 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 







                 
SMITH ANDREW 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
                 
TURNER MICHAEL 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
UTLEY DAN 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 
VAN 
ESSENDELFT RICHARD 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
VANDERGRIFT WILLIAM 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
VEST WINDY 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
VON HARTEN BO 0 6 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 12 
WALLER MICHAEL 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 37 8 0 0 0 0 49 
WARD JOHN 2 17 6 0 5 6 32 0 32 0 0 0 52 2 154 
WESTON JULIAN 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 
WHITLOW JOHN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
WOOTEN JOHN 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
WRIGHT JOHN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
WRIGHT KRISTIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 
WRIGHT STEVE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ZAPATKA CARY 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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(Inches)  Recapture Weight (Pounds)  Recapture Location  Tagging Date 
Tagging Length 
(Inches)  Tagging Weight (Pounds)  Tagging Location 
22‐Mar‐08  E087586  COBIA  39  25  BETSY ROSS  09‐Jun‐06  27  5.5  PORT ROYAL SOUND 
9‐Jun‐08  K014461  COBIA  40  16  PORT ROYAL SOUND    
10‐Jun‐08  K043477  COBIA  41  25  PORT ROYAL SOUND  29‐May‐06  29  9  BROAD RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
1‐Mar‐08  K043474  COBIA  39  PORT CANAVERAL  15‐May‐07  35  18  BROAD RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
22‐May‐08  K043469  COBIA  39.5  BROAD CREEK @ LIGHTHOUSE LANDING; HILTON HEAD (N‐S)  18‐May‐07  33  15  BROAD RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
18‐Jun‐08  K047015  COBIA  26  20  BROAD RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC)  19‐May‐07  33  15  BROAD RIVER BRIDGE 
23‐May‐08  E105511  COBIA  38  OYSTER CREEK, BULL RIVER  27‐Jul‐04  19  FISH AMERICA REEF 
27‐May‐08  E162167  COBIA  38  32  OLD HOUSE CREEK\FRIPPS ISLAND  29‐Jun‐04  35  12  PORT ROYAL SOUND 
22‐May‐08  E167645  COBIA  39  BROAD CREEK @ LIGHTHOUSE LANDING; HILTON HEAD (N‐S)    
13‐Mar‐08  K014470  COBIA  45.5  26.6  OFF FLORIDA COAST  23‐Apr‐06  31  12  BROAD RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
13‐Jun‐08  K021904  COBIA  30  BROAD RIVER BRIDGE    
12‐Jun‐08  K024499  COBIA  33.5  18  CALIBOGUE SOUND, BROAD CREEK MOUTH 02‐Jul‐05 21  10 BROAD RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC)
15‐May‐08  K024499  COBIA  42  37  CALIBOGUE SOUND, BROAD CREEK MOUTH  02‐Jul‐05  21  10  BROAD RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
22‐Jun‐08  A043234  COBIA  42  BETSY ROSS  28‐May‐07  34  16  BROAD RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
16‐May‐08  A043233  COBIA  33  10  BROAD RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC)  28‐May‐07  29  7  BROAD RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
25‐Apr‐08  A043228  COBIA  41  BROAD RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC)  28‐May‐07  35  20  BROAD RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
23‐Nov‐08  E173395  DRUM, BLACK  15  FRIPP DRY DOCK  21‐Oct‐08  15  3.5  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
9‐Nov‐08  K044556  DRUM, BLACK  15  1.5  LOWER WANDO, HOBCAW, REMLEYS POINT  18‐Aug‐08  14  COOPER RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
17‐Nov‐08  K047564  DRUM, BLACK  26  FRIPP DRY DOCK  07‐Nov‐08  26  10  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
3‐Dec‐08  E067809  DRUM, BLACK  2  BROAD CREEK @ LIGHTHOUSE LANDING; HILTON HEAD (N‐S)  04‐Oct‐08  16  2  BROAD CREEK @ LIGHTHOUSE LANDING; HILTON HEAD (N‐S) 
25‐May‐08  E172303  DRUM, BLACK  19  3  PRICE INLET, CAPERS ISLAND NORTH  05‐Mar‐08  20  6.5  BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
10‐Aug‐08  E172299  DRUM, BLACK  17  2.5  BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON‐SPECIFIC)    
31‐Dec‐08  E171547  DRUM, BLACK  19  5  FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF)  02‐May‐08  19  5  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
17‐Nov‐08  E173399  DRUM, BLACK  23  FRIPP DRY DOCK  15‐Oct‐08  23  9  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
13‐Apr‐08  E171521  DRUM, BLACK  16.5  EDISTO BEACH  26‐Mar‐08  14  2.5  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
7‐Nov‐08  E173399  DRUM, BLACK  23  FRIPP DRY DOCK  15‐Oct‐08  23  9  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
17‐Nov‐08  E171521  DRUM, BLACK  16  FRIPP DRY DOCK 26‐Mar‐08 14  2.5 FRIPP DRY DOCK
1‐Aug‐08  E169882  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24.75  OYSTER BAY\ JONES CREEK 15‐Sep‐07 20  JACK CREEK, BULL ISLAND NORTH POINT
20‐Jun‐08  E169605  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  34  17  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET  09‐Apr‐07  30  10  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 
12‐Apr‐08  E169840  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  29  9.5  GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK  04‐Nov‐07  28.5  9  GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 
15‐Sep‐08  E169605  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  33  12  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET  09‐Apr‐07  30  10  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 
8‐Nov‐08  E169605  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  34  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 09‐Apr‐07 30  10 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET
25‐Jul‐08  E169522  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  28  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  05‐Jan‐07  20  7  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
9‐Oct‐08  E169605  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  33  14  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 09‐Apr‐07 30  10 NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET
25‐Apr‐08  E169521  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  OLD HOUSE CREEK\FRIPPS ISLAND  05‐Jan‐07  18  3  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
1‐Oct‐08  E169908  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  23  4.5  DEWEES ISLAND  25‐Mar‐08  18  2  DEWEES ISLAND 
2‐Mar‐08  E169916  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31  DEWEES ISLAND 02‐Jan‐08 32  11 CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK
29‐Feb‐08  E169522  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24  8  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 05‐Jan‐07 20  7 OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT
11‐Aug‐08  E171336  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  20  STONO RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC) 04‐Aug‐07 11.25  1 STONO RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC)
5‐Jun‐08  E172302  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  18  BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON‐SPECIFIC) 03‐May‐08 18  2 BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON‐SPECIFIC)
31‐Aug‐08  E171704  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  22  4  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP  15‐Aug‐08  20  3  SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS 
17‐Mar‐08  E171538  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  28  8  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  15‐Mar‐08  28  8  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
11‐Oct‐08  E171531  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  25  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  01‐Mar‐08  19  3  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
15‐Aug‐08  K048121  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  33.18  MUD BAY, GEORGETOWN  13‐May‐08  32  12  MUD BAY, GEORGETOWN 
9‐Oct‐08  E171518  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  23  5  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT    
5‐Oct‐08  A033559  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  40  30  GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES)  27‐Feb‐97  35  ELLIOT'S CUT/WAPPOO CUT 
16‐Aug‐08  E171483  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  22.75  WANDO RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC)  10‐Aug‐07  19  UPPER WANDO 
25‐Apr‐08  E170225  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  28  9  CHECHESSEE RIVER (NON SPECIFIC)  20‐Oct‐07  26  5.5  MACKAY & SKULL CREEK AREA 
4‐Oct‐08  E171345  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  20  STONO RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC)  23‐Nov‐07  18  2  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 
3‐Apr‐08  E169930  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24  6  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  21‐Apr‐07  24  4.5  CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK 
4‐Mar‐08  E171282  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  17.5  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  10‐Sep‐07  20  5  HILTON HEAD REEF 
29‐Jun‐08  E170849  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  23.25  5  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET  15‐Aug‐07  20  2.5  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 
9‐Aug‐08  E170843  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET  19‐Aug‐07  18.5  2  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 
28‐Jun‐08  E170843  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31  10  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET  19‐Aug‐07  18.5  2  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 
4‐Oct‐08  E170838  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  BULLS BAY, WHITE BANKS, HARBOR RIVER  12‐Jul‐08  19.13  4  BULLS BAY, WHITE BANKS, HARBOR RIVER 
5‐Aug‐08  E170249  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  32  12  MIDDLE WANDO  18‐Aug‐07  25.5  6  UPPER WANDO 
9‐Apr‐08  E169271  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  25 
IOP, MORGAN, CEDAR, DEWEES CREEKS/ DEWEES INLET, WATERWAY 
ISLAND  12‐May‐07  21.5  HORLBECK CREEK, BOONE HALL CREEK 
12‐Aug‐08  E170157  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  17  HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY  14‐May‐08  16.25  GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 
16‐Feb‐08  E171345  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  18  STONO RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC)  23‐Nov‐07  18  2  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 
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31‐Mar‐08  CR1910  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  28.5  8  OLD HOUSE CREEK\FRIPPS ISLAND  11‐Jan‐08  28.5  8  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
14‐Apr‐08  CR2330  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  20.5  4.25  GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 18‐Nov‐07 22  4 GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK
28‐Nov‐08  CR2300  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  EDDINGS POINT CREEK\PINE ISLAND, VILLAGE CR.  07‐Dec‐07  27.25  7  EDDINGS POINT CREEK\PINE ISLAND, VILLAGE CR. 
7‐Jun‐08  CR2296  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  25  5.5  SAWMILL CREEK\ COLLETON RIVER    
5‐Mar‐08  CR2292  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24  CHECHESSEE RIVER (NON SPECIFIC)  29‐Dec‐07  23.25  4.5  CHECHESSEE/COLLETON NECK 
12‐Jan‐08  CR2190  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  18  GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK  17‐Oct‐07  18  3  STONO INLET, BIRD KEY, COLE CREEK 
3‐Feb‐08  CR2184  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER  19‐Oct‐07  23.5  4.5  STONO INLET, BIRD KEY, COLE CREEK 
14‐Aug‐08  CR2099  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24  HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY  22‐Jul‐08  20  2.5  HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 
16‐Sep‐08  CR2097  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  19  HAMLIN SOUND  22‐Jul‐08  19  2  HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 
24‐Jul‐08  E167544  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  29.5  8  COMBAHEE RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC)    
3‐Apr‐08  CR1910  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  27.5  8  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  11‐Jan‐08  28.5  8  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
28‐May‐08  CR2564  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  19  SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS  29‐Mar‐08  18  2  TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 
25‐Jul‐08  CR1910  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  28  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  11‐Jan‐08  28.5  8  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
18‐Jan‐08  CR1905  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  18  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  11‐Dec‐07  18  2.5  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
14‐Nov‐08  CR1901  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  22  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  05‐Jan‐08  18.5  3  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
15‐Jul‐08  CR1894  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  22.5  6  MURRELLS INLET  27‐Dec‐07  18  2.75  MURRELLS INLET 
31‐Dec‐08  CR1866  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24  SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS  28‐Dec‐07  18  2.5  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
15‐Jul‐08  CR1863  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  21  FRIPP INLET  26‐Dec‐07  19  3.5  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
10‐Nov‐08  CR1660  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  26  BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON‐SPECIFIC)  23‐Dec‐07  18  VENNING CREEK, SEWEE 
30‐May‐08  CR1614  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  30  10  SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS  30‐Oct‐07  31  10  SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS 
15‐Aug‐08  CR1558  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  29  6.5  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER  19‐Oct‐07  22  4  STONO INLET, BIRD KEY, COLE CREEK 
3‐Aug‐08  CR2050  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  23  4.5  WANDO RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC)  20‐Oct‐07  21  3  UPPER WANDO 
1‐Aug‐08  CR2604  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  25  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  24‐Feb‐08  25  7.5  HARBOR RIVER, ST. HELENA 
28‐Jun‐08  E168455  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31  10  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET  16‐Aug‐06  18  2.5  HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 
29‐Apr‐08  E167761  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  29  11  WANDO RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC)  30‐Nov‐06  30  10   ASHLEY RIVER (NON SPECIFIC) 
3‐May‐08  E167740  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  MAY RIVER (BFT CTY)    
4‐Jul‐08  E167610  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  STEAMBOAT CREEK/STEAMBOAT LANDING, N. EDISTO (N‐S)  04‐Nov‐06  24  WADMALAW RIVER @ WADMALAW SOUND 
27‐Dec‐08  E164635  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  29.5  8  HAMLIN SOUND  29‐Aug‐07  26  8  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET 
20‐Jan‐08  E159680  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31  12.5  COOPER RIVER (NON‐SPECIFIC)  01‐Mar‐03  22  4  IOP, MORGAN, CEDAR, DEWEES CREEKS/ DEWEES INLET, WATERWAY ISLAND 
29‐Aug‐08  E152134  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  MIDDLE WANDO  09‐Oct‐07  16  2  UPPER WANDO 
3‐Feb‐08  E150795  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  27.5  CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK  08‐Jan‐08  29  9  BULLYARD SOUND, COPAHEE, SURROUNDING CREEKS 
17‐Nov‐08  E147942  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  23  MIDDLE WANDO  02‐Nov‐08  22  5  UPPER WANDO 
26‐Sep‐08  CR2340  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  28.85  CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON‐SPECIFIC)  14‐May‐08  24.5  6  CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
12‐Aug‐08  CR2652  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  3  BOHICKET CREEK (NON‐SPECIFIC)    
15‐Mar‐08  CR2370  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  18  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  15‐Dec‐07  18  2.5  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
1‐Aug‐08  CR2601  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  28  9  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  24‐Jan‐08  28  9  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
4‐Mar‐08  CR2598  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  17.5  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  23‐Dec‐07  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
12‐Oct‐08  CR2586  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  27  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  11‐Dec‐07  21  5  TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 
27‐Apr‐08  CR2585  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  18  3  OLD HOUSE CREEK\FRIPPS ISLAND  11‐Dec‐07  18  3  TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 
28‐May‐08  CR2583  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  19  OLD HOUSE CREEK\FRIPPS ISLAND  15‐Dec‐07  18  2.5  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
22‐Apr‐08  CR2582  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  22  6  TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK  11‐Dec‐07  21  5  TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 
20‐Oct‐08  CR2580  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  30  FRIPP INLET  10‐Jan‐08  24  5  TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 
8‐Nov‐08  CR2567  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  17  TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK  05‐May‐08  23  3.75  TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 
8‐Oct‐08  E169019  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  30  9.2  SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS  14‐Mar‐07  22  SWINTON CREEK, INLET CREEK (BACK PART) 
28‐May‐08  E140290  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  19‐Sep‐07  23  6  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
8‐Nov‐08  K043883  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  34  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET  19‐Jun‐07  30  10  HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 
18‐Sep‐08  K046601  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  32  PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH  08‐Jun‐07  24  LOWER WANDO, HOBCAW, REMLEYS POINT 
13‐Apr‐08  K046035  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  27.5  6.75  BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON‐SPECIFIC)  04‐Nov‐07  27  7  PRICE INLET, CAPERS ISLAND NORTH 
3‐Jul‐08  K046028  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  30.25  GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES)  26‐Aug‐07  27  7  GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 
22‐May‐08  K046004  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24  4  PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH    
28‐Sep‐08  K044564  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24  CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON‐SPECIFIC)  04‐Nov‐07  15.25  1.2  CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
7‐Feb‐08  K043984  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31  PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH  01‐Nov‐06  25  5  ASHLEY RIVER, COSGROVE BRIDGE, 526 BRIDGE 
4‐May‐08  K043921  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  32  WINYAH BAY  06‐Jan‐08  33  11  OYSTER BAY/MUDDY BAY 
30‐May‐08  K043886  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  36  HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY  19‐Jun‐07  31.5  10  HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 
30‐Apr‐08  K043886  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  35  SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS  19‐Jun‐07  31.5  10  HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 
23‐Aug‐08  K039962  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  28  8.8  PRICE INLET, CAPERS ISLAND NORTH  22‐Oct‐07  28  PRICE INLET, CAPERS ISLAND NORTH 
20‐Jun‐08  K043883  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31  14  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET  19‐Jun‐07  30  10  HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 
27‐Apr‐08  K046809  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  17  PRIVATEER CREEK, SEABROOK, DEVEAUX BANK  08‐Nov‐07  18  2.5  PRIVATEER CREEK, SEABROOK, DEVEAUX BANK 
20‐Jul‐08  K043828  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  34.5  16  CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK  15‐May‐08  35  15  CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK 
28 
 
12‐Aug‐08  K043635  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  30  8.5  WINYAH BAY  11‐Oct‐06  30  GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES) 
15‐Nov‐08  E171506  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  25  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT  13‐Nov‐08  25  8  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
21‐Mar‐08  K043210  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  25.8  HORLBECK CREEK, BOONE HALL CREEK  23‐Sep‐07  25  6  MIDDLE WANDO 
9‐Nov‐08  E172307  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  20.5  3.5  PRICE INLET, CAPERS ISLAND NORTH  03‐May‐08  18  2  BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
7‐Dec‐08  K043137  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24  5.5  HUNTING ISLAND  10‐Nov‐08  24  4.75  MURRELLS INLET 
23‐Apr‐08  K043091  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  27  8  SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS  28‐May‐06  26  6  UPPER WANDO 
13‐Apr‐08  K039968  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  28  9  PRINCE CREEK, UPPER WACCAMAW RIVER  11‐Nov‐07  28.5  BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
14‐May‐08  K039962  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  30  PRICE INLET, CAPERS ISLAND NORTH  22‐Oct‐07  28  PRICE INLET, CAPERS ISLAND NORTH 
10‐Sep‐08  K043883  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31  12  NW AREA, SULLIVAN'S ISLAND/BREACH INLET  19‐Jun‐07  30  10  HAMLIN CREEK\ GREY BAY 
16‐Jul‐08  K047657  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  25  CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON‐SPECIFIC)    
8‐Nov‐08  K047998  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  26.5  LITTLE RIVER  17‐Oct‐08  23.75  7.5  HOG INLET 
21‐Oct‐08  K047903  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  27  UPPER WANDO    
12‐Apr‐08  K047843  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31  ST. PIERRES CREEK @ S. EDISTO  22‐Oct‐07  31  12  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP 
6‐Oct‐08  K047842  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  36  18.5  EDISTO BEACH  22‐Oct‐07  34  14  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP 
2‐Sep‐08  K047842  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  35.5  16  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP  22‐Oct‐07  34  14  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP 
22‐Sep‐08  K047840  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  34  15  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP  25‐Oct‐07  31.5  11  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP 
25‐Jun‐08  K047837  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  33  12  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP  31‐Mar‐08  31  10.75  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP 
25‐Jun‐08  K047833  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  32.5  14  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP    
25‐Jun‐08  K047831  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  36.5  15.5  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP    
3‐Aug‐08  K046602  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  29  10  UPPER WANDO  08‐Jun‐07  24  LOWER WANDO, HOBCAW, REMLEYS POINT 
2‐Mar‐08  K047720  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  13.5  GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK  03‐Sep‐07  14.5  1.5  STONO INLET, BIRD KEY, COLE CREEK 
27‐Aug‐08  K046803  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  19  PRIVATEER CREEK, SEABROOK, DEVEAUX BANK  08‐Nov‐07  18  2  PRIVATEER CREEK, SEABROOK, DEVEAUX BANK 
3‐Dec‐08  K047622  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  51  55  FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF)  26‐Nov‐08  48  50  FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF) 
18‐May‐08  K047584  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31  GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK  10‐May‐08  33  13  BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
28‐May‐08  K047581  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  27  CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK    
26‐May‐08  K047574  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  33  15  SW AREA SULLIVANS ISLAND/ GRILLAGE/MOULTRIE ROCKS    
18‐Apr‐08  K047570  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  16.5 
IOP, MORGAN, CEDAR, DEWEES CREEKS/ DEWEES INLET, WATERWAY 
ISLAND    
31‐Dec‐08  K047566  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  32  13  FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF)  21‐Oct‐08  32  13  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
15‐May‐08  K047550  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  27.5  GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK  03‐Nov‐07  30  9.5  GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 
5‐Apr‐08  K047087  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK  13‐Oct‐07  27  7  TRENCHARDS INLET;SKULL CREEK 
16‐Dec‐08  K047022  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  27  STEAMBOAT CREEK/STEAMBOAT LANDING, N. EDISTO (N‐S)  05‐Nov‐07  23  DAWHO RIVER 
1‐May‐08  K043206  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  24.5  MIDDLE WANDO  09‐Oct‐07  24  4.5  UPPER WANDO 
15‐Aug‐08  K047756  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  33  MIDDLE WANDO  01‐Jul‐08  32  11  BERESFORD CREEK (MIDDLE AREA)/NOWELL CREEK/WANDO 
27‐Oct‐08  E172355  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  25  MURRELLS INLET  15‐Jul‐08  18.75  MURRELLS INLET 
1‐Nov‐08  K036886  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  33  15  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP  22‐Jul‐08  30  10  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP 
25‐Jul‐08  K036883  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  37  18  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP  22‐Jul‐08  37  18  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP 
21‐Dec‐08  K034371  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  21  CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON‐SPECIFIC)    
31‐Dec‐08  E173409  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  25  SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS  11‐Oct‐08  25  8.5  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT 
15‐Dec‐08  K034059  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31.18  ST. HELENA SOUND  26‐Apr‐08  28  10  ROCK CREEK; ASHE ISLAND 
3‐Jul‐08  K036893  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  33  13  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP    
11‐Nov‐08  K032690  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  27  BULLS BAY, WHITE BANKS, HARBOR RIVER  04‐Oct‐08  24.5  5  PRICE INLET, CAPERS ISLAND NORTH 
21‐Dec‐08  K034374  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON‐SPECIFIC)    
24‐Jun‐08  K009139  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  32  14  JETTIES, CHARLESTON, DYNAMITE HOLE  13‐Nov‐07  31  13  GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 
14‐Nov‐08  E172497  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  OLD HOUSE CREEK, BROAD CREEK @ OPOSSUM POINT    
8‐Dec‐08  E172570  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  28  9  FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF)  21‐Oct‐08  28  9  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
24‐Jun‐08  E172740  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  17  2  PRICE INLET, CAPERS ISLAND NORTH  10‐May‐08  20  4  BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
3‐Jul‐08  K009135  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31  JAMES ISLAND CREEK (BACK SECTION)  08‐Dec‐07  29  8.5  GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK 
9‐Nov‐08  E172307  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  27.5  3.7  PRICE INLET, CAPERS ISLAND NORTH  03‐May‐08  18  2  BULL ISLAND (LITTLE BULL) (NON‐SPECIFIC) 
15‐Oct‐08  E172352  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  15  MURRELLS INLET    
8‐Dec‐08  E172322  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  23  5  FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF)  06‐Nov‐08  23  5  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
24‐Jun‐08  K034318  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  36  20  JETTIES, CHARLESTON, DYNAMITE HOLE  06‐Jun‐04  30  11  JETTIES, CHARLESTON, DYNAMITE HOLE 
17‐Nov‐08  E172322  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  23  FRIPP DRY DOCK  06‐Nov‐08  23  5  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
24‐Jul‐08  K036895  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  32.75  12  STEAMBOAT CREEK/STEAMBOAT LANDING, N. EDISTO (N‐S)    
6‐Jun‐08  K039391  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  PLUM ISLAND, DILL CREEK, MILL CREEK J.I. CREEK MOUTH  01‐Sep‐04  26  HAMLIN SOUND 
28‐Jun‐08  K036900  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31.5  10.5  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP    
25‐Jul‐08  K036898  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  36  15  SCOTT CREEK, FISHING CREEK, EDISTO BSP    
6‐Oct‐08  K036896  DRUM, RED (SPOTTAIL BASS)  31  17  EDISTO BEACH    
31‐May‐08  CR1988 
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN 





SPECIES)  14.5  MURRELLS INLET  13‐Nov‐07  13.75  1  MAIN CREEK 
29‐Mar‐08  E170921 
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN 
SPECIES)  13.5  MURRELLS INLET  08‐Nov‐07  12.5  0.75  MAIN CREEK 
10‐May‐08  CR1689 
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN 
SPECIES)  13.5  CHERRY GROVE INLET  01‐May‐08  13.25  1  HOG INLET 
22‐May‐08  E170920 
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN 
SPECIES)  17  MURRELLS INLET  19‐Oct‐07  13.25  1  MAIN CREEK 
5‐Apr‐08  E169008 
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN 
SPECIES)  13.5  GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF  31‐Dec‐07  10  GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF 
1‐May‐08  CR1993 
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN 
SPECIES)  14  MURRELLS INLET  17‐Apr‐08  14  1.25  MURRELLS INLET 
1‐Jul‐08  E172343 
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN 
SPECIES)  14.5  MURRELLS INLET  04‐Apr‐08  13.25  1  MAIN CREEK 
30‐Oct‐08  CR1983 
FLOUNDER (UNKNOWN 
SPECIES)  15  MURRELLS INLET  18‐Mar‐08  13  1  MURRELLS INLET 
3‐Jun‐08  CR1810  GROUPER (UNKNOWN SPECIES)  11.75  GENERAL GORDON WRECK  22‐Mar‐08  10  FRIPP ISLAND REEF (TIRE REEF) 
31‐May‐08  E170823  GRUNT, WHITE  12  4.5  CHARLESTON 60' REEF  27‐Dec‐07  17  2.5  OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC 
14‐Jun‐08  E167949  SCAMP  20.5  4.5  OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC  14‐Mar‐07  19.5  6  EDISTO BANKS 
13‐May‐08  E169862  SCAMP  19.5  OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC  14‐Mar‐07  16  4  EDISTO BANKS 
12‐Mar‐08  CR2388  SEA BASS, BLACK  12  OFF EDISTO, SC  26‐Feb‐08  14  2  KIAWAH REEF (4KI) 
1‐Mar‐08  K047893  SEA BASS, BLACK  13.5  COMANCHE REEF  02‐Feb‐08  17  3.5  OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC 
30‐Dec‐08  CR1886  SEA BASS, BLACK  10  OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC  03‐Dec‐08  12.25  1  OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC 
10‐Jun‐08  E172744  SEA BASS, BLACK  LOW COUNTRY ANGLERS REEF  05‐May‐08  12  1  LOW COUNTRY ANGLERS REEF 
22‐May‐08  E171544  SEA BASS, BLACK  12  FRIPP DRY DOCK  08‐May‐08  12  1  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
17‐May‐08  E172747  SEA BASS, BLACK  12  LOW COUNTRY ANGLERS REEF    
23‐Feb‐08  CR2178  SEA BASS, BLACK  14.5  R7 TOWER 75'  03‐Feb‐08  12.5  R7 TOWER 75' 
29‐Feb‐08  CR2179  SEA BASS, BLACK  SAVANNAH SNAPPER BANKS  03‐Feb‐08  13  R7 TOWER 75' 
7‐Jun‐08  E171544  SEA BASS, BLACK  11.5  SKULL INLET/FRIPP/PRITCHARD ISLANDS  08‐May‐08  12  1  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
5‐May‐08  E171737  SEA BASS, BLACK  13  LOW COUNTRY ANGLERS REEF    
19‐Jan‐08  K046280  SEA BASS, BLACK  CHARLESTON NEARSHORE REEF    
8‐Mar‐08  E169006  SEA BASS, BLACK  12  GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF  31‐Dec‐07  10  GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF 
17‐May‐08  E172749  SEA BASS, BLACK  12  LOW COUNTRY ANGLERS REEF  05‐May‐08  12  1  LOW COUNTRY ANGLERS REEF 
11‐Mar‐08  E169006  SEA BASS, BLACK  12  GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF  31‐Dec‐07  10  GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF 
21‐Jan‐08  E165005  SEA BASS, BLACK  11  GEORGETOWN WRECK    
2‐Feb‐08  E169007  SEA BASS, BLACK  10.5  GEORGETOWN WRECK  31‐Dec‐07  10  GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF 
19‐Jan‐08  K046283  SEA BASS, BLACK  CHARLESTON NEARSHORE REEF  18‐Dec‐07  10  1  CHARLESTON NEARSHORE REEF 
13‐Apr‐08  CR2383  SEA BASS, BLACK  12  KIAWAH REEF (4KI)  26‐Feb‐08  12  1  KIAWAH REEF (4KI) 
5‐Jan‐08  E169008  SEA BASS, BLACK  8  GEORGETOWN WRECK  31‐Dec‐07  10  GEORGETOWN NEARSHORE REEF 
21‐Jan‐08  E165002  SEA BASS, BLACK  11.75  GEORGETOWN WRECK    
15‐Jun‐08  K012202  SHARK (UNKNOWN SPECIES)  34.5  15  HUNTING ISLAND  13‐Oct‐07  43  15  FRIPP DRY DOCK 
25‐May‐08  K046240  SHARK, ATLANTIC SHARPNOSE  GRICE COVE, FT. JOHNSON, SCHOONER CREEK, BLACK ISLAND CREEK    
7‐Sep‐08  K043069  SHARK, BLACKNOSE  30  LITTLE RIVER  03‐Jun‐06  46  24  OFFSHORE CHARLESTON, SC 
12‐Aug‐08  K047592  SHARK, BONNETHEAD  34  14  CHARLESTON HARBOR (NON‐SPECIFIC)  16‐May‐08  40  13  WESTERN CHANNEL, WINYAH BAY 
11‐Aug‐08  E172625  SHARK, BONNETHEAD  30  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER    
14‐May‐08  A043192  SHARK, BONNETHEAD  31  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER  17‐Sep‐07  32.5  8  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 
15‐Aug‐08  E173486  SHARK, BONNETHEAD  35  10  STEAMBOAT CREEK/STEAMBOAT LANDING, N. EDISTO (N‐S)    
30‐Aug‐08  E168174  SHARK, BONNETHEAD  30  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER    
16‐Aug‐08  E168135  SHARK, BONNETHEAD  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER  05‐Jul‐06  28  10  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 
1‐Sep‐08  A042789  SHARK, BULL  66  CAPE ROMAIN NWR  14‐Oct‐07  48  30  CAPE ISLAND, MILL ISLAND 
6‐Dec‐08  A041606  SHARK, LEMON  83.9  FLORIDA KEYS  15‐Feb‐03  84  100  FLORIDA KEYS 
8‐Apr‐08  CR1973  SHARK, SMOOTH DOGFISH  21  SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER  21‐Mar‐08  21  SURFSIDE BEACH & PIER 
8‐Mar‐08  E169593  SHEEPSHEAD  21  BOHICKET CREEK, CHERRY POINT; SEABROOK ISLAND  14‐Mar‐07  19.5  5  CHAPLIN CREEK\ KIAWIAH RIVER 
8‐Apr‐08  CR1783  SHEEPSHEAD  15.5  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER  24‐Nov‐07  14  2  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER 
2‐Apr‐08  CR1700  SHEEPSHEAD  12  HAULOVER CREEK\KIAWAH ISLAND, KIAWAH RIVER  09‐Feb‐08  11  CAPERS INLET, CAPERS ISLAND SOUTH, CAPERS CREEK 
18‐Apr‐08  CR2529  SHEEPSHEAD  11.5  JETTIES, CHARLESTON, DYNAMITE HOLE  18‐Dec‐07  12.5  JETTIES, CHARLESTON, DYNAMITE HOLE 
6‐Nov‐08  E170343  SHEEPSHEAD  13  1.5  GEORGETOWN/WINYAH JETTIES (NORTH JETTIES)  04‐Oct‐08  14  11  WINYAH BAY 
22‐Oct‐08  K039776  SNAPPER, RED  26  OFF HILTON HEAD ISLAND
22‐Oct‐08  E170683  SNAPPER, RED  26.25  8.92  GARDENS    
27‐Jul‐08  E173498  TRIGGERFISH  LOW COUNTRY ANGLERS REEF  03‐Jul‐08  14  2  LOW COUNTRY ANGLERS REEF 
8‐Jul‐08  E173497  TRIGGERFISH  13.5  LOW COUNTRY ANGLERS REEF 03‐Jul‐08 17  3.5 LOW COUNTRY ANGLERS REEF
7‐Jun‐08  K043951  UNKNOWN SPECIES  OCEAN ISLE BEACH
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